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■ Piraat
Alcohol content: 10.5%
330cl / NT$125
Jason’s Supermarket

■ St Bernardus Abt 12
Alcohol content: 10.5%
330cl / NT$115
Jason’s Supermarket

Geert L.P. Anthonis: Belgian beer expert.

This man knows it all: Geert L.P. Anthonis, a 
Belgian, first set foot on Taiwanese soil in 1990 
as a beer importer. In 2007, the Belgian Brewers’ 
association and the city of Brussels honored him 
for promoting Belgian beer.

Anthonis e�plains one of many traditional e�plains one of many traditional 
Belgian brewing techniques: “For Lambic beer,Lambic beer,beer, 
the malt is put outside on a chilly winter night 
and left there until the ne�t morning. The 
bacteria and microorganisms do their jobs, and 
then everything is placed into wooden barrels 
normally used for port and aged for at least 
three years.”

For another kind of beer, Gueuze, young and old Lambics are blended and 
fermented a second time, which produces more carbon dio�ide. A Gueuze has 
4 percent alcohol, and for a beer drinker who tries it for the first time it usually 
tastes quite sour. That is e�actly what makes the brew so unique.

Apart from traditional beers, Belgian brewers have come up with many newer 
recipes: wheat beer, malt beer, corn beer and — ever more popular — fruit 
juice-infused beers.
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Melody Yeung (楊韻禾)   Age: 26
Entertainer 
Alternative rock — it gets me hyped up and ready for whatever comes my way on 
any given day.
Red V-neck button tee, Mango sheer loose fitted tank, Seven for All Mankind three-
quarter capris, Aldo sandals, Miu Miu and calf leather satchel. Bright colors are 
popping this season and sheer tops are cool enough for the summer to layer. I toned 
down the bright outfit with a neutral bag and a pair of comfy sandals to show off my 
summer pedicure.
Home is where the heart is. I like relaxing on my daybed and catching up on TV 
episodes while sipping on citrus tea. 
Sunscreen. The sun is brighter than ever, and protecting my skin from the sun’s harmful 
rays is number one on my list. I wear Armani primer with SPF+50. A hot summer romper 
is also at the top of my list. Rompers are convenient and comfy and perfect with flats, 
hair in a bun and fabulous spangly earrings, or at night with a pair of sexy stilettos.
Mind control. So I can make you do whatever I want.
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Dana Howng   Age: 26
Media
Slow songs, because I’m such a romantic.
SLY top and Abercrombie & Fitch shorts 
with Ray-Ban sunglasses. The shirt is loose 
and easy to wear and works well in this heat. 
Taipei’s East District (東區). I live in the area 
and I love its energy.
Every season’s shopping must is a good 
pair of black heels because they go with 
everything. I’m a big fan of basics and don’t 
necessarily follow trends.
Opus Bar. I love the crowd and it’s nice and 
relaxed there. The bartenders make the best 
cocktails too.
Time travel.
www.opusbartaipei.com
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How to pour a beer, step by step

Belgian beer should be cooled to between 5°C to 15°C. It’s 
best to store the bottles vertically in the fridge.

Before pouring the beer, make sure 
that the glass is really clean. Hold the 
bottle horizontally and pour slowly. 
Leave a bit of beer in the bottle to 
prevent all the sediment from ending 
up in the glass.

Before taking the first sip, look at the 
color, transparency, sediment and 
bubbles. 

Hold the glass at the bottom to avoid 
warming the beer with your hands.

Enjoy the scent of hops, malt, wheat 
and yeast for a moment. And no, the 
ne�t step isn’t down in one.

Choose the right glass

■ Chalice glass

These glasses are 
smaller and are made 
of thicker glass, 
which helps keep the 
beer cold.

Belgian breweries often give away free glasses as a promotional gimmick. 
Each brand has its own designs catering to the beer’s characteristics.

■ Tulip-shaped glass

These wider glasses are 
good for stronger brews.

■ Pearson glass

The carbon dio�ide quickly 
creates a layer of foam 
on the top. This shape 
is especially suitable for 
beers with low carbon 
dio�ide content, such as 
fruit beers. 

■ Round glass
Suitable for beers with 
high sediment content. 
This shape is the most 
common.

Beer from Belgium can be found in any corner of the globe and has, of course, also made its way onto Taiwanese supermarket shelves. 
There are hundreds of brands and countless different bottle shapes for a great variety of brews.

■ Cassis Naturally Fermented 
Blueberry Beer
Alcohol content: 3.5%
250cl / NT$119
Dollars

■ Chapeau Exotic Pineapple Beer
Alcohol content: 3.5%
250cl / NT$119
Dollars

Classic monastery-style Belgian beer
Traditionally, Belgian beer was brewed by monks. Beers such as Dutch La Trappe were carefully produced — the annual output was restricted to 
protect the brands. After the first fermentation, beers including Abbey Ale were poured into bottles and left there to ferment a second time. Thisbeers including Abbey Ale were poured into bottles and left there to ferment a second time. Thispoured into bottles and left there to ferment a second time. This 
made the beer stronger, sweeter and richer tasting.

■ Chimay
Alcohol content: 9%
330cl / NT$130
Dollars

■ Achel
Alcohol content: 8%
330cl / NT$129
Breeze Center (微風廣場)

■ Rochefort 10
Alcohol content: 11.3%
330cl / NT$149
City’s Super

■ Westmalle
Alcohol content: 9.5%
330cl / NT$129
Breeze Center

■ Orval
Alcohol content: 6.2%
330cl / NT$95
Carrefour

■ Maredsous
Alcohol content: 10%
330cl /NT$125
Jason’s Supermarket

Traditional Belgian dark beers have the 
inscriptions “Bruin Bier” or “Dubbel” 
printed on the bottle. These brews are 
darker and contain more alcohol.

In modern times, with the help of 
ever-more sophisticated technology, 
monastery breweries have improved 
their recipes and invented beer types 
like the Quadrupel. These brews contain 
the most alcohol.

Belgian monasteries later developed 
beers with a gold-like color that have 
“Blond Beer” or “Trippel” printed on 
their labels. These beers are also rather 
strong.

Alternative brews

■ Kasteel
Alcohol content: 11%
330cl / NT$105
Carrefour

■ Floris Mango White Beer
Alcohol content: 3.6%
330cl / NT$129
City’s Super

■ Satan’s Gold
Alcohol content: 8%
330cl / NT$125
Dollars

Belgian fruit beers — they’re smooth
Fruit beers are a blend of beer and fruit juices. They taste best when served very cold and go perfectly well with buttery dishes and cheeses.

■ Kriek Naturally Fermented Cherry Beer
Alcohol content: 3.5%
250cl / NT$119
Jason’s Supermarket

■ Newton Apple Beer
Alcohol content: 3.5%
330cl / NT$119
Jason’s Supermarket

Extra-strong beers — not just for tramps

■ Gulden Draak Dark Beer
Alcohol content: 10.5%
330cl / NT$129
Jason’s Supermarket

■ Scaldis
Alcohol content: 12%
250cl / NT$109
Jason’s Supermarket

Warning: Excessive consumption of alcohol can damage your health

Belgian beer
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